The radical left playbook
The radical left uses the book Rules for Radicals by Saul Alinsky as their tactical manual. Saul
Alinsky dedicated the book to the devil. Here is the dedication:
“Lest we forget at least an over-the-shoulder acknowledgment to the very first radical: from all
our legends, mythology, and history... the first radical known to man who rebelled against the
establishment and did it so effectively that he at least won his kingdom — Lucifer.“
Saul Alinsky Purpose was to create mass organizations to seize power. He said it was for the
Have Nots and how to take it away from the Haves. The idea was social change. The goal was
for Totalitarianism. He grew up during the depression (Born 1909). He was committed to
Socialism (Communism) At the time of the writing Communism would have been rejected so he
professed to not have a fixed truth. Like Niche he believed that traditional Christian philosophy
in the West was weak and negligible
In war, the ends justify the means. The issue is pragmatic and strategic in that the followers
should only ask of ends are they achievable and whether they will work because success or
failure is a mighty determinate of ethics. His followers were to infiltrate the system from within,
use the tools of freedom against itself, always forward, do the conversion incrementally and
make the enemy (Freedom) live up to its book of rules. The only price of a successful attack is a
constructive alternative. The followers are to use ridicule because it is man's most potent
weapon. It is to be used in place of a logical argument.
To counter the radical left point out that they are using Saul Alinsky techniques. Keep the
pressure on. Call a lie a lie and keep calling it a lie and tell the truth.
Remember when a left-wing democrat (Most are) says something it may or may not be the truth.
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Hillary Clinton’s thesis written on Saul Alinsky is available at life401.com
https://nebula.wsimg.com/b4a7afd549b7b6f8508525e9f81c118d?AccessKeyId=8896887C0B7E
FA54901E&disposition=0&alloworigin=1

